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ROOTS BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETINGS
The Roots Board of Directors established a regular schedule of meetings for 2004. Meetings will be
held on the second Thursday of odd numbered months. Meetings are scheduled to begin at 6:00 PM.
The schedule for the rest of the year is: May 13; July 8; September 9; November 11.
Members and volunteers are welcome to attend these meetings. Meeting sites can be determined by calling Chris Baldo, (days) at 707-459-4549.

COVER PHOTO: A ULCO Off-highway truck heads to the mill at Usal through a cathedral
grove of redwoods. The white GMC 3/4 ton pickup belonged to Gary Knivila.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK
The pendulum of time seems to move faster
these days; the word from the Newsletter Editor that
the deadline is approaching always shocks me out of
my senescent existence. The President’s message allows me the privilege to report on the remarkable
progress that Roots has made in several areas since
the previous issue of the newsletter. The 1st Annual
Christmas Model Railroad Show was a great success,
with Santa arriving in style on the #7 locomotive,
kids of all ages surrounding Cliff Ott’s G-Scale
sawmill diorama, and crowds marveling at the collections of model trains on display. The show produced
a reaction from Museum visitors that, despite the
work involved, has inspired us to make the model
train show an annual event.
Roots volunteers continue to make progress
on many fronts. Vrain Conley has been leading a
dedicated group in restoration efforts on our Washington Iron Works Estep diesel yarder donated to
Roots several years ago by Simpson Timber Co.
Keith Rongey obtained and installed two new air
tanks to replace the missing original tanks. I am optimistic that the next few months will witness the start
-up of the Estep. Jim Bruggere and Mike Wade continue to prepare the Roots trackwork for high speed
train service. I continually stand in awe of their work.

Their latest accomplishment of realigning the two
switches south of the Work Building and leveling the
track on the two spurs is a testament to the same
railroader’s spirit that built tracks across this country.
The next few months will be busy times for
Roots. Starting with our historical logging display in
March at the Redwood Region Logging Conference,
we continue with the Steam Engineering and Safety
Class in early April, the Half Moon Bay Dream Machines Show in late April (April 25), School Days on
May14th, the Annual Meeting of the Northwestern
Pacific Railroad Historical Society at the Roots facility on May 15th, the Railroad Operations Safety Class
on June 5-6th and a steam-up for the Willits Frontier
Days on the 4th of July.
In the midst of all this exhibition activity,
Roots plans to continue making progress on several
restoration projects, and for the long term, work towards grant funding for completion of the loop track
and several improvements to the Roots work facility.
Many hands make light work! We always welcome
volunteers at any skill level to join us on the first and
third Sundays of the month. See you there.
CHRIS BALDO, PRESIDENT

Santa Claus
arrived on
#7, and is
preparing to
meet the
scores of
youngsters
who came to
the Display
Building to
apprise Santa
of their desires for his
visit on the
25th.
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IRVINE AND MUIR LUMBER COMPANY, TWO ROCK OPERATIONLOGGING IN WILLITS’ BACKYARD
By Chris Baldo
When I placed a photograph of the Murray Brothers locomotive wheel in the last issue of the
Roots newsletter asking for any information, I entertained few hopes for identifying what was just another rusty artifact in a growing collection of rusty artifacts. Tracey Livingston of the Ridgewood
Ranch had deposited the wheel on the steps of the sawmill a while back, thinking it might have some
local historic importance. My whole world changed when one of our original Roots members, John
Cinek, drove up in his pickup, peered at the wheel for awhile, and announced that he and a friend, Bill
Leventon, had rolled the wheel from the old Irvine and Muir sawmill site in Muir canyon down the
road and loaded the wheel in their pickup nearly 30 years ago. The story gained credibility when Tracey
mentioned he had picked up the wheel at the Leventon house after the Leventon family had passed
away. My next stop was Bob Lee, the curator of the photograph collection for the Mendocino County
Historical Society. Bob was able to produce several prints from the collection relating to the mill,
Murray Brothers
Machine Works, San
Francisco, CA, produced this locomotive driving wheel.
Our request for information in our last
newsletter to help
identify the origins
of the wheel resulted
in the data gathered
for this article.
Many thanks to our
readers for supplying information.

Chris Baldo Photo

the logging railroad, and life at the logging camp. Bob’s wife, Lyla, provided me with the dates for a series of newspaper articles by Rena Lynn, which had appeared in the Willits News in the mid-1970s.
The articles were mostly based on the memories of Mamie Cook Lucas, the daughter of Andy Cook, a
sawyer at the Two Rock mill.
The arrival of the Northwestern Pacific Railroad in Willits shortly after the turn of the century created
new access to markets for products and resources in the Willits area. Poised to take advantage of these new
markets was the Irvine and Muir Company, which operated a general mercantile business in Willits, as well as
marketing a variety of forest products, tan bark, lumber, shakes and shingles. The company was operated by
two partners, Lonzo Irvine and Henry Muir. In 1903, Henry Muir began construction of a road up Baechtel
Creek from Willits, later to be called Muir Mill Road, to a block of timber in the two Rock Area. Construction
of a sawmill site followed shortly thereafter, including a logging camp which provided accommodations for the
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crew, a cookhouse, a company store, and a schoolhouse for the children of nearly 100 families that would work
at the mill and its logging operations.
While the sawmill itself was located on Baechtel Creek, a tributary to the Eel River, the company’s main
timber resource lay in the next drainage south, Martin Creek, in the headwaters of Big River. The Big River

Irvine and Muir’s Two Rock Sawmill. Water barrels on the roof for fire protection, a mill pond of some sort in the left foreground.
Robert J. Lee Collection-- Boomer

A smartly dressed teamster takes a load of the Two Rock mill’s lumber to Willits.
Robert J Lee Collection - Sawyers
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watershed was primarily the domain of the Mendocino Lumber Company, which moved its logs west to the
mill at Mendocino in the river using a series of splash dams. Some of the uppermost splash dams in the system
were near the confluence of Martin Creek and Big River proper. Mendocino Lumber Company could never
access the upper reaches of Martin Creek. Irvine and Muir’s Two Rock mill accessed this lumber by building a
remarkable two-mile long railroad incline, which picked up the loaded cars at approximately 920 ft. elevation in
Martin Creek, lifted the cars over the ridge at 2200 ft. elevation, and lowered the cars to the mill at 1600 ft. on
Baechtel Creek.

A portion of the steep incline on Irvine and Muir’s
Two Rock logging operation at Baechtel Creek.
The railroad was standard
gauge, and there were frequent reports of runaway
log cars from broken cables and other calamities.
Robert J. Lee Collection Glover

Huge incline engine
at the top of the divide between Martin
Creek and Baechtel
Creek. The railroad
cars passed the engine on track located
on both sides of the
Engine.

Robert J. Lee collection - Young

At the foot of the incline at Martin Creek, the incline joined a short logging railroad that operated west
along the gentle grade of Martin Creek. From field work attempting to follow the obscure railroad grade, the
Two Tock railroad appears to have had about 5 miles of track. The railroad utilized a small, vertical boilered
locomotive of unknown parentage. We have no direct evidence that Murray Brothers built the locomotive, but
it appears from the casting marks on the driving wheels that they, at the very least, supplied parts used in its
manufacture. Since Murray Brothers of San Francisco was an active supplier of steam logging equipment to
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Mendocino County during this era , they certainly would have had sales contacts in the area. Photographs
of the logging operation in Martin Creek show steam donkeys being used for both yarding and loading of
the wooden flatcars, but early reports also indicated that teams of oxen were used to move the logs to the
railroad.
Vertical boiler locomotive
on the Irvine and Muir
Two Rock logging operation. The boiler of locomotive has #3 Overland
Flyer written on its side.
The steam donkey on the
left is a road engine, skidding logs on the skid road
to the landing. The second
donkey appears to be part
of the log loading operation, although the locomotive also appears to be
equipped with a single
drum. The two horses on
the left appear to be in the
water hauling business.
Robert J. Lee Collection Lucas

The locomotive with its lagged vertical boiler prepares to move two loaded log cars circa 1906. The locomotive appears to be
slightly different from the previous photo, indicating a significant time separation, or the company operated more than one of
the same model of locomotive.
Robert J. Lee Collection - Georgia Pacific
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Much of the available information concerning the sawmill operation discusses the lore of the camp life
in remote Mendocino County. Because of the wet winter season, the logging and milling season ran from
April to November each year. Everyone worked a full six days per week during the operating season; a ten
hour or longer work day was considered normal. Saturday nights were an important social occasion for the
hard working crew. Dances were held every Saturday at the cookhouse, which doubled as the social hall for
the camp. Families would hike for miles from remote areas of Big River and west of Two Rock to attend the

Saturday night dances at the Irvine and Muir cookhouse, which doubled as the social hall, were a popular all-night affair.
The dances attracted participants that hiked long distances in mountainous country and returned to their homes in the daylight the following morning.
Robert J. Lee Collection - Young.
The school
house for the
Two Rock mill
in 1914, which
was located
about 1/2 mile
east of the
sawmill. Mrs.
Blosser was the
teacher and photographer.
Robert J. Lee
Collection - Lucas.
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Falling the giants was always a momentous occasion. Here several of the children from the Two Rock operation gather on the staging for the undercut of an extraordinary redwood.
Robert J. Lee Collection - Boomer

all night affairs, which allowed the participants to return to their homes on Sunday morning in the daylight. The biggest event of the summer was the Fourth of July celebration, an all day event featuring food,
games and the always-popular dance. Henry Muir was the honored guest at all of these gatherings.
Irvine and Muir built a sawmill in the Noyo River basin, at a place coined Irmulco, after the Irvine
and Muir Lumber Company. The families at the two operations would often hike long distances

The Irvine and
Muir sawmill
at Irmulco
utilized this
little locomotive for their
logging operation. There is
no evidence
that it was
ever used in
the Two Rock
operation.
Robert J. Lee
Collection Glover

and join for Sunday out-of-doors socials. Popular destinations were “Blosser’s Woods,” near present day
Highway 20, and Soda Springs, near Irmulco.
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Mamie Cook Lucas recalls that the Muir Mill families would pack picnic lunches, guitars and fiddles, and strike
out across the mountainous area between Muir Mill and Irmulco where they would meet other families for an
all day social of music and games at Soda Springs. Lemons were always taken along to make “lemon sodas”

An interior view of the Irvine and Muir Two Rock mill in 1914 with part of the sawmill crew. Andy Cook, the sawyer, is
fourth from the left.
Robert J. Lee Collection - Lucas

from the spring water. The Irmulco mill and timberland was sold in 1914 to W.A. Foster of the Northwestern
Redwood company, with its mill located at the present Brooktrails Lodge.
By 1916, Irvine and Muir’s timber holdings at Two Rock were largely cut over and the sawmill operation slowed to a crawl. A large fire burned through the area and any hopes to reopen the operation were abandoned. Today, little evidence of the amazing Muir Mill operation remains. Road construction for modern day
logging operations in both Baechtel Creek and Martin Creek have obliterated most of the evidence of sawmill
operation and railroad grades on the more gentle slopes. A new fence installation for a large subdivision along
the route of the incline has destroyed most evidence of the incline. Railroad ties along remnant sections of the
incline do exist, as well as evidence of the foundation for the large incline engine at the top of the divide and
the ruins of a few log cabins. All areas of the Muir Mill sawmill and logging operation are currently on private
property and land owner permission is required for public access.
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A view of the timber outfeed from the Two Rock mill. The lumber was sorted as it rolled down a long rollcase. Four horse teams
then hauled wagons of lumber approximately five miles to Willits down Muir Mill Rd. One trip to Willits was considered a day’s
work. Building at the left was the cookhouse; large building beyond was the company store. The shacks behind the rollcase were
mostly for mill workers that were single. Muir Mill families lived in scattered residences along Muir Mill Rd.
Robert J. Lee Collection -Lucas
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The single stack
of the boiler
room of the
Irvine and Muir
Two Rock
sawmill. A mill
pond is upstream of the
mill on Baechtel
Creek on the
right. The lumber exited the
mill on the left
side. It appears
the railroad
feeding the
millpond is
above the mill
on the hillside
above the mill.
Lee Collection Lane

ROOTS OF MOTIVE POWER WEB SITE
Mendocino Community Network, the home of the Roots web site, makes available statistics on the usage of the site - number of visits, pages visited, where visitors are from, etc. It is a good tool to help Roots determine if and how the site is being used.
In the thirty pages most visited, the equipment collection list, the home page and the main photo page
were right at the top. Also in the top thirty: Redwood Empire Railroad History Project, Events Schedule, Maps
(showing the location of Roots).
The most visited pages within the equipment collection were: Bucyrus-Erie 50-B steam shovel, Climax
locomotive, Skinner Uniflow engine, California Western #14 locomotive, Porter New Economizer, Washington Iron Works Estep diesel yarder, Mason County Logging #7 locomotive, Decker shingle mill, Bucyrus-Erie
22-B diesel shovel, NWP #13 caboose, Pacific Car and Foundry16-wheel donkey-moving car and the “Big River Wheels” logging arch.
The most visited gallery pages were: Model Train Exhibit; Festival 2003; Festival 2002 and Fourth of
July 2002.
Included in the statistics is a breakdown by country listing where the requestor is from. Countries are
determined based on the top level domain of the requesting site. This is somewhat questionable, however, as
there is no longer strong enforcement of domains as there was in the past. We can still get a fairly good idea of
where our users are coming from. Top countries, other than the U.S. are: France; Australia, Canada, Netherlands, Belgium, UK, Czech Republic, Switzerland, Finland, Germany, Italy, Mexico, Sweden, ,New Zealand,
Latvia, Denmark, Argentina, Hungary, Chile, Japan, Uruguay and the Russian Federation.
For February 2004, the site received 22,664 hits for a daily average of 781. Hits represent the total number of requests made for a web page. During the same time period there were 2988 total visits, for a daily average of 103. A visit occurs when someone makes a request for a page for the first time. As long as the same person keeps making requests within a given timeout period (30 minutes), they will be considered part of the same
visit.
Volume for February was high. Over the past year visits per day averaged from 63 to 103, with the lowest volume being in the summer. In most months, visits per day were in the 80s and 90s.
Submitted by Bobbi Chamberlain - Webmaster
For those readers who have not visited the website, I think you will find it to be an exciting and enjoyable trip
through the Roots Of Motive Power organization. Bobbi has done an outstanding job with the site, and we all
owe her our thanks for such a wonderful presentation. (Editor)
The website is <www.rootsofmotivepower.com>
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ROOTS TECHNICAL LIBRARY
It was a year ago that we started the move into our new Research Library. With many generous donations of furniture, books and much more, we’ve gone from an empty room to a fine and well-outfitted library.
We’ve also gone from empty bookcases to nearly 4000 items in our collections. The majority of these
- over 1300 - are books that have been donated by many of you. Recent donations have come from Clyde
Boyd (NWP rulebooks), Jeff Millerick (Official Guide), Bill Cabezut (railroad books and videos), and Rex and
Virginia Thomas (railroad books, an SP brakeman’s lantern, and a collage).
An exciting donation arrived in January from the Northwestern Pacific Railroad (NWP) Historical
Society in the form of three huge volumes of photographs of the 1964 floods on the NWP. This is a duplicate set of these photos which were produced by Southern Pacific. There are two volumes showing the damage immediately after the floods, and one volume of the restoration work. In all, there are 1497 8” by 10”
black and white photographs, which include location data.
We also communicated with John Taubeneck of Seattle, who asked for information on the Roots
mine train. Mr. Taubeneck was researching EIMCO and UNIVERSAL DREDGE MACHINES, and it turns
out the air locomotive and mucker for our mine train are an EIMCO product. Better yet, John had a small
brochure on the locomotive which he copied and sent to us.
The largest recent donation was from Bruce Sherman of Alameda. Bruce has donated over 100 books
covering welding, metallurgy, marine engineering, railroading and other technical subjects.
Our collection of artifacts continues to grow, with the donation by Bob Hinerman of an immaculately restored hydrostatic oiler. Bob spent many hours putting a fine polish on the brass oiler, and mounted it so
that it can be properly displayed. The interesting thing about this oiler is that is was found under the house of
Bert Rudolph. In the process of sorting through the Bert Rudolph collection, Shane Grupp (related to Mr.
Rudolph) found a photograph he believes might be of his mother’s first birthday. We also found a letter eulogizing Lucius Beebe after Beebe's passing in 1966. A copy of that letter may be found at the end of this report.
We also continue to receive small donations of railroad and logging related items from Rogan
Coombs. So, interesting things continue to happen at the library.
As the library continues to grow, so does interest in the rest of the Redwood Empire Railroad History
Project. We seem to be getting more and more parties coming in to see the displays. And it’s becoming a
popular visiting point for school classes. We’ve conducted many tours of the Engine House, and Cliff Ott
and Wes Brubacher have been in on several weekends to operate the model railroad diorama.
We can always use help at the library. Visitors are being directed to the library on Thursdays, since
that is the one day of the week we’re open, and we offer tours of the Engine House that day. On special occasions, we will also take visitors out back to see the Roots facility. It’s wonderful to have people coming to
see the Railroad History Project and Roots collections, but it takes away from the time available to catalog
books. So, if anyone wants to help out on Thursdays, you’d be very welcome. We’re even opening up the position of Assistant Librarian for anyone who can help catalog books, operate the computer, conduct tours
and run the library at times other than the one day per week that we’re presently open.
We have cataloged over half the books, but still have all the photographs, papers, videos and other
items to get into the database in the computer. Bobbie Yokum continues to plastic-wrap books, and Ruth
Rockefeller has been sorting the papers and photos of the Rudolph collection. So if you have some free time,
come in Thursdays and visit, lend a hand, or look at our collections.
Submitted by Bruce Evans, Librarian
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Thanks to the foresight of John Bradley, Chris Baldo and others, Roots Of Motive Power is blessed
with having many of the photographs and documents of our parted benefactor, Bertram Rudolph. We all
know of the rail equipment that Mr. Rudolph first collected and then disbursed to worthy organizations
along the North Coast, including ours. But few of us may know of the admiration that Bert held for others
in railroad circles, not the least of which was Lucius Beebe himself. Below is an exact representation of a
letter written by Bert in the same manner that Mr. Beebe might have written. It speaks for itself, and shows
a side of Bert Rudolph that was far from the clang and grease of the rails that he loved.
Letter from Bert Rudolph to the San Francisco Chronicle
February 7, 1966
San Francisco Chronicle
901 Mission St
San Francisco, CA 04119
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR department:
With sadness I read of the death of Mr. Lucius Beebe. I consider myself most fortunate to have known him
personally; a friendly courteous gentleman. He was a supremely gifted individual, immeasurably colorful and
given to accomplishing things with éclat. Mr. Beebe’s inimitable style, satire, wit and free-flowing prose will
be missed. His widely known columns, read with pleasure by many - disapproval by others, were spicy, outspoken and free of the conformity and regimented group-thinking he so deplored.
The Great Dispatcher has issued His last order! The marker lights grow dim and disappear down
that last long tangent, leaving America much the poorer for this passing!
To the memory of Lucius Beebe, journalist, bonvivant, raconteur, historian and railroad aficionado A GREEN LIGHT ALWAYS
(S) Bert F. Rudolph
Willits, California
For those of you who did not know Mr. Rudolph, I am including an article from the Roots Newsletter
printed August, 1993.
In Memory of Bert Rudolph
As the years march by, overshadowing all the efforts of current and future volunteers to collect and
restore historic machinery, the Roots of Motive Power collection will always bear the stamp of Bert Rudolph. Bert Rudolph was an internationally known collector of railroad equipment who chose Willits as his
home. He was a man of remarkable foresight with dreams to match his vision.
Bertram Patrick Rudolph was born on May 13, 1903 in San Francisco, California. He attended John
Swett Grammar School, Lick-Wilmerding High School and Heald’s College. He worked for the Oliver
Typewriter Company in San Francisco before forming his own firm, the Standard Typewriter Company.
The name was changed to Northwestern Supply Company when his Willits store opened and specialized in
office equipment, firearms and sporting goods. Mr. Rudolph and his first wife, Minnie Brennan Rudolph
Warren purchased 160 acres in Longvale and their son, Bertram Jr., attended the one room La Rue school
there for several years. Mr. Rudolph later married his second wife, Eleanor Ferne Rudolph, who became a
constant fixture behind the counter of the store until it was closed in 1991. Rudolph’s store housed a remarkable collection of antique firearms and ammunition, sporting goods and railroad memorabilia.
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A visit to Northwestern Supply was a visit to an adult candy store.
Railroad fans flocked to the store to talk trains with Bert Rudolph. The select few received the sought
after invitation to climb into the old green Chevy pickup and get the tour of locomotives and other equipment
stored for future use at the ranch, a few miles east. Bert Rudolph passed away on August 7, 1993.
Items in the Roots collection that were either donated to Roots by the Rudolphs or purchased from the
Rudolphs include: ex Holmes Eureka #4; two truck Climax C/N 1621;ex-California Western #14 Baldwin; ex
Coast Redwood #101Davenport; ex-California Western Caboose#04; ex California Western Boxcar #462; ex
California Western Flatcar #370 and several other smaller items.
This is the
California
Western
locomotive purchased
from Mr.
Rudolph
by Roots

California Western caboose #4
acquired
from the
Rudolph
collection
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RECENT ACQUISITIONS
Thanks to Cliff Walker, Roberto Olea, McFarland Trucking, Mendocino Gluten-Free Products (Mike
Wade, driver) and a small army of Roots volunteers who journeyed to Santa Rosa, Roots is now in possession
of many railroad-related items donated by Laurens Edwards of Santa Rosa. Included in the items is a
“Plymouth” railroad locomotive. This is a small - eight ton - locomotive, equipped with a “Climax” engine
that will be used for moving railcars around the Roots yard. Roots also received from Laurens two truckloads
of rail and a truckload of tie plates, joiner bars, spikes and other miscellaneous railroad items. Two of the
Roots volunteers also brought back a load each of ties in their pickups.
Many thanks to Laurens for his generosity and for remembering Roots.

Plymouth locomotive donated by Laurens Edwards of Santa Rosa.

Thanks to the persistence of our President, Chris Baldo, and with the help of officials at the California State
Railroad Museum in Sacramento, Roots is now in possession of approximately thirty lineal feet of model railroad display case that came out of the museum. The display case housed part of the model railroad display on
the third floor of the museum, which is being replaced with a new model railroad display. After the case had
been dismantled to manageable sections, Mike Wade again came to the rescue with his truck and moved the
material from Sacramento to Willits where it awaits reassembly. After the assembly process is complete the case
will be used to “house” the recently donated Charlie Ruelle collection of model trains. (see page 19 for a description of the Ruelle collection)
Submitted by Wes Brubacher
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RUELLE COLLECTION
The holiday season model railroad show at the new Redwood Empire Railroad History Project facility
was an inspiration to most of us. Jackie and Charlie Ruelle, whose display collection of early Lionel and American Flyer models enthralled everyone, were more inspired than most. Shortly after the event, Charlie contacted
Bobbie Yokum to discuss the donation of his entire model railroad collection as well as two Model T Fords.
One of the Model Ts is a TT truck, which we will make into a Railway Express Agency depot “hack” for our
engine house. The other Model T was the Willits Constable’s vehicle which was used in the early years to drive
around Willits and deliver legal documents. Jerry Kitts and his son Scott, from Foothill Model Works, an accredited model railroad appraiser, agreed to donate their time to fully document the collection. With the arrival
of the model railroad display cases from the California State Railroad Museum in Sacramento, Roots will have
an outstanding collection of model trains to display to complement the operating model railroad display built by
Cliff Ott.
Charlie Ruelle in
his basement model railroad “den.”

Part of the amazing Ruelle model
railroad collection to be displayed in
the Redwood Empire Railroad History Project engine house. This display
will be open when the collection is
catalogued and the new display cases
have been rebuilt.
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Part of the Ruelle collection
that was on display at the 2003
Holiday Model
Railroad show
at the Mendocino County
Museum during
December,
2003.

The new Roots “Depot Hack”, a 1927 Model TT Ford flatbed truck. Railway Express Agency signs have been produced and the truck will soon be on display in the Redwood Empire Railroad History Project engine house.
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DISPLAY CASE REMOVAL-A LESSON IN PLANNING
How timely a coincidence when our President, Chris Baldo, learned about an opportunity to get some
display cases from the California State Railroad Museum in Sacramento - just as we are about to receive
Roots’ first donation of a model train collection. Our scouting team, Cathy and Gary Decker, volunteered to
go examine the situation in Sacramento. What they learned was: Roots would be able to have the old model
railroad display cases from the upstairs gallery of the Railroad Museum. However there were a few restrictions and “time” was the first stumbling block. They wanted the cases out A.S.A.P. as they would be
crushing and dumping them within two weeks. Cathy and Gary determined that ten men (and a boy) could
tear the cases apart and haul them out in one day. We would have to supply our own tools, a large vehicle
and we could only use the small elevator from 6:00 AM to 10:00 AM on a weekday.
Mike Wade
and Paul
Brown move
part of the display case down
two flights of
stairs and out
of the museum
for delivery to
Willits.

Chris figured for a job ten ordinary men could do, we would only need two Roots Volunteers. On
March 2nd, Wes Brubacher and Gil Dominguez met early in the morning at the Museum in Sacramento to
start dismantling the cases. They quickly informed Chris that Cathy and Gary’s report had intended for 10
Roots volunteers to do the work. Luckily, Pete Scott, coordinator for the railroad museum, lent two employees to help with the task, Paul Brown and Larry Hickox. On March 3rd, Gloria Kouris, Mike Wade,
Cathy, Gary and I met at the museum at 6:00 AM to join the other Roots volunteers in removing the cases.
There were no other volunteers. Since we were already there we went straight to work hauling the heavy
unit parts and sheets of glass down two flights of stairs (we used the elevator for whatever would fit in it)
and out the back door to the waiting delivery truck. Mike Wade brought his work delivery truck and coordinated our removal and loading efforts. It was really hard work. Getting the display cases was just confirmation of what I always say: “Roots doesn’t do anything on a small scale”. I am looking forward to seeing
the new cases put back together with Roots’ new collection of model trains in them later this year.
Submitted by Bobbie Yokum
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BOOK REVIEW
With this issue of the ROOTS NEWSLETTER, we’re going to start reviewing some of the material
that can be found in our new Research Library. With over 3800 individual pieces in the collection (books, photos, papers, etc.), it would be impossible to review everything, but there are some items that stand out, and that
will give you an idea of the potential for finding answers to your questions in our library.
While the majority of our books seem to be of technical subjects that are long out of print, our first
book to be reviewed was published in 1998. It was donated by Theron Brown of Fort Bragg, and is a wealth of
information for anyone researching any railroad in California.
The Encyclopedia of Western Railroad History, Volume IV, is a collection of statistical and operational data consolidated into a 354-page compendium that covers the history of California
railroading as no other book does. (There are also Volume I on the western states, Volume II on the mountain
states, both out of print, and Volume III on Washington and Oregon, which is also in our library).
Donald B. Robertson, while not a railroader, started researching railroads in the western states in the
1960s, and has amassed a wealth of information from a variety of sources. He has provided us with a book that
is well indexed, and which consolidates into one location a wide range of materials from sources such as Poor’s
Manual of the Railroads, ICC Valuation Reports, ICC Statistics of the Railways, RL&HS Locomotive Lists, Official Guide of the Railways, California P.U.C. reports, and more.
The format is explained in the preface, but it is a long while before you get to information on specific
railroads. While most non-fiction books might have an introduction of several pages, Mr. Robertson starts off
with 40 pages of background information covering almost every aspect imaginable of western railroading.
There is a non-railroad history of the western states, along with a set of simplistic maps showing the development of the West from as far back as 1832. There are lists which show the establishment of cities and counties
(Mendocino County was incorporated February 18, 1850).
There is a single page of miles of railroad constructed by year and company, but is unfortunately limited
to only 15 railroads. This is followed by a listing of the railroad operations in California between 1850 and 1890,
but the statistics cited are not clarified, and one must assume they are showing total miles in operation. For example, Pacific Lumber Company shows nothing in 1880, but 14.15 miles in 1890.
The statistics go on to show the railroads in operation in 1876 (of which there were 18 standard gauge
and 9 narrow gauge) including their date of incorporation, president, mileage, grade in feet, total degrees of curvature, and numbers of locomotives, freight and passenger cars.
An unusual inclusion is the fuel consumption of Class I railroads from 1918 to 1966. This list covers
coal, oil, hard and soft wood and diesel. While diesel usage doesn’t show up until 1947, it is interesting to note
that in 1948 there were 1772 cords of soft wood used in railroading. That is down from a high of 132,104 cords
in 1918.
There are six pages of maps showing the growth of railroads in the western states from 1865 to 1890,
but the maps are very simplistic, showing only state boundaries and primary cities between which the railroads
ran. No geographical highlights are shown (rivers, mountains, etc.).
The book then repeats some of the information of previous pages in a list of railroads in the 11 western states (miles of track and miles operated) but this time for the year 1909, and follows it with the total mileage of railroad for both the entire country and just the 11 western states, for the period 1830-1920.
To give us a breather from pages of statistics, we are now given a chronology of the history of railroad
development in the United States, followed by notes on track, gauges and railroad equipment.
We then move into six pages on locomotives, which include statistics on locomotive builders and their
production, the Whyte wheel classification system, locomotives in service on Class 1 railroads from 1939 to
1960, and steam locomotive production from 1901 to 1952.
And with that, the “introduction” is finally completed.
The book now prepares to switch to California-specific railroads, and does so with a seven-page index
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and 14 pages of maps (still very simplistic) showing the growth of California railroads from 1861 to 1915. There
are a couple of photos and a pair of graphs showing railroad versus population from 1881 to 1920, and finally,
on page 69, we’re ready at last to start learning about specific California railroads.
The format for the information in the remainder of the book is a table for each individual railroad
which may include all or part of the following: incorporation date, dates operated, president, headquarters city,
disposition, miles of track, gauge of track, mainline location (cities included), rail weight, maximum gauge, construction dates, date first train operated, locomotives (which includes road number, cylinders, wheel type, driver
size, builder, builder number, date built weight, tractive effort, and other information), type of freight traffic,
roster of locomotives (as of a specific date), timetable publishing information, and miscellaneous notes.
That’s quite a list of information, and if you think about it, you’d probably be hard pressed to put all of
that information together for a single railroad without some difficulty. Mr. Robertson has done it for us, and for
literally all of the railroads that have ever existed in the state!
The individual railroad tables are in some cases devoid of specific pieces of information, and some entries are question by the author, but for most of the railroads, there is quite a bit of data offered.
The index covers 430 railroads, but there are not 430 tables in the book. All of the incarnations of a
particular operation are covered at some point, but where there were several names for the same railroad operation, they’re all included in one table. For example, the Navarro Mill Company, the Navarro Railroad Company,
and the Navarro River Railroad Company are all included in a single table.
To give you an idea of what the information in the table provides, let us look at the second entry-The
Albion Lumber Company. The company was incorporated on May 26, 1891. The operation dates are in question, and the author denotes this by placing them in parenthesis - 4/14/02 in the case of this company. The
president was W.E. Reed (it’s assumed that this was the president at the time of incorporation, but is not indicated). The headquarters city was, of course, Albion. The disposition information indicates that the operation
was abandoned and the corporation dissolved on June 12, 1931; scrapping was completed on December 10,
1937. There were six miles of track in 1910, and the gauge is listed as the standard 56-1/2 inches. Rail weight,
grade and construction information are missing. The freight traffic was logging.
The locomotive information shows a list of five, numbered 1 through 5. The only ones showing cylinder size are #2 at 10 x 10 and #5 at 17 x 22 inches. These two locomotives are also indicated as the only ones
having been purchased new by the company. Nos. 1 and 2 were two-truck Shays built by Lima in 1907 and
1906, and weighing 66,000 pounds, with 14,800 pounds tractive effort. No. 1 was acquired by the Navarro
Lumber Company in 1920, and scrapped in 1937. Numbers 3-5 were built by Baldwin in 1885, 1878, and 1908
respectively. They were all tank engines; #3 was a 2-4-2, #4 was a 0-4-4, and #5 was a 2-6-2. No. 3 was acquired in 1906 from the Fort Bragg and Southeastern Railroad, and #4 was acquired in 1902 as Coronado Railroad #4. All were scrapped in 1937.
The miscellaneous notations at the bottom of the table tell us of the lease of the entire railroad - 25.65
miles at the time - to the NWP Railroad on July 1, 1921. This lease brought NWP #202 and 225 to the Albion,
along with 82 freight cars and one combination passenger car. For information on the NWP locomotives we
have to go to the table for that railroad where we find that #202 was a 1903 Baldwin 2-6-2T, and #225 was an
1888 built 2-4-2T Porter. The tables for some railroads will go into further information if it is available. The
Albion Lumber Company shares half a page with the Alameda and San Joaquin Railroad, whereas the Northwestern Pacific Railroad warrants a full three pages. The maps that are included with the tables for individual
railroads are, once again, very simplistic, showing only place names as reference points. The map for the Albion
(which shows up under the table for the FB&SE) shows Albion, Brett, Clearbrook, Keene’s Summit and
Wendling.
This is not a book for sitting down and reading a tale of the railroads. It is chock full of statistics and
data relative to railroad operations in California. For someone conducting research and trying to learn about our
local railroad history, its an invaluable resource. If you want to be entertained, this is not the book for you.
Submitted by Bruce Evans, Historian
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GARY KNIVILA PHOTO COLLECTION
A Personal Perspective of Union Lumber Company’s
Logging Woods, By Chris Baldo and Theron Brown
Our continuing research involving the post-war boom in the redwood lumber industry took a happy turn late last year with a phone call from Gary Knivila inquiring about the history of the Washington
Iron Works Trakloader from Union Lumber Company in the Roots collection. Gary was disappointed
that the Roots machine, ULCO #430 ,was not his beloved Trakloader, ULCO #428, which he operated
for many years, but he offered up a wealth of stories and photographs from his twelve years at ULCO
from 1952-1964. The opportunity to visit the Knivila home in Santa Rosa, for an evening of slides, stories
and homemade cookies immediately kindled the historian’s flame in us, and emphasized the importance of
our continuing research. Gary’s story at ULCO is told in photo essay form, and is one that might be repeated by any number of a generation of employees that began work in the woods in the early 1950s at
Union Lumber Company on the business end of a choker at $1.77/hour. We are overjoyed that in those
early years, Gary had the foresight to bring a camera to work and document a unique era in Mendocino
County history. Gary rapidly moved up from choker setter to cat skinner on an International TD-24 arch
cat, and then became a loader operator on several machines, the P&H track mounted ULCO #423, the
P&H rubber mounted ULCO #427 , and his favorite, Washington TL-15Trakloader #428. When Gary
left the Union Lumber Company in 1964 to enter the construction business with Arthur B. Siri he was
earning $3.08/hour. Gary Knivila has now retired from the construction business, and continues to live
with his wife in the Santa Rosa area.

ULCO Off-highway truck #12 with a tremendous bridge timber on board waits for Kirk Nolte’s motor grader to lend a
hand for a long adverse pull. Even with the heavy duty equipment on the off-highway truck, motor graders or some
other assistance were employed for severe adverse grades to save wear and tear on rear ends and drive lines.
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ULCO Off-highway truck #11, now in the
Roots of Motive Power collection, prepares
to leave the landing in the early morning
shadows with a Washington Iron Works TL
-15 Trakloader, ULCO #428. Truck #11
was a 1958 Kenworth Model 849. The TL15 was acquired from Balch Logging in
1958. The TL-15 pictured here is similar to
the TL-15 now in the Roots of Motive
Power collection.

Olie Granville, one of ULCOs most
respected logging bosses, works a
peeling bar on a large redwood
bridge stringer.
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Clayton Mallory, the side rod
for Gary Knivila’s logging
crew, surveys
the construction
of a new landing in the headwaters of Wages Creek.
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ULCO’s three axle, rubber tired P & H log loader, ULCO #427, was a Model 555, built in 1955. Frank Gatzi, in the foreground,
was the Head Loader. The Head Loader was responsible for selecting the logs for each load, and the sequence in which they were
loaded.

An International TD-24 wheel cat pulls a large redwood butt log toward the landing with a tremendous stand of redwood in the
background.
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One of the first group of ULCO Off-Highway trucks purchased from Joe J. Rossi and Company in 1956 was a 1949 model
Kenworth, being loaded by the P & H rubber tired shovel, ULCO #427.

Frank Gratzi bucks a log on the landing as Joe Ponts observes, with ULCO #427 in the background.
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John Wesley loads a Roy Stoddard Off-highway truck with ULCO #423, a 1949 P & H track mounted loading machine. The P &
H never achieved the woods machine status of the Washington Trakloader, but still saw many years of service.

Roman Engles prepares to tie down his load on ULCO Truck #36, a 1957 Kenworth product. ULCO #423 has just finished loading.
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Sid Soderlund, the head chokesetter that Gary Knivila fondly remembers, taught him the finer points of setting chokers in the forest.
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Choke setters, Terry Cummings (L) and Sid Soderlund pose next to an impressive redwood butt log. The falling boss was Leonard Fair, hence the initials on the log.
A torque converter
equipped Roy
Stoddard truck
(without the normal
hydrotarder tank)
loads under the P &
H track mounted
loading machine,
ULCO #423.
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Gary Knivila jumped off his International TD-24 arch cat to take a picture of this nice three log turn, the
weight of the load indicated by the front end of the tractor attempting to leave the ground.
A Washington
TL-15 Trakloader, ULCO #428,
demonstrates its
versatility as it
yards a steep
setting in the
North Fork of
Ten Mile River.
In later years,
the TL-15s were
altered for use
strictly as
yarders, and
were equipped
with straight
booms rather
than the heel
boom used here.
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One of Gary Knivila’s most vivid memories was in November, 1958, when he was involved in moving his
TL-15 near the head of Wages Creek. The West Coast International powered low bed truck was being driven
by John Dias, with Kurt Nolte assisting with his motor grader. Olie Granville was following the group in his
pickup. The TL-15 proved to be too big a load for the trailer, tipping the TL-15, trailer and truck on its side.
Union Lumber Company soon purchased an off-highway lowbed trailer to haul the Washington Trakloaders,
which was pulled by any of three of the properly equipped off-highway log trucks.
Photos by Kurt Nolte
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The truck and trailer have been righted, but the TL-15 is still rather unceremoniously tipped into the canyon,
a much more difficult retrieval project

Frank Gratzi scampers across two huge redwood logs attached to a D-8 arch car with Sid Soderlund at the controls.
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HOLIDAY MODEL RAILROAD SHOW 2003
Our first ever model train exhibit last December was such a success that everyone is looking forward to
making it an annual event on the Roots Of Motive Power calendar. On December 9 we had the exhibit opening
with a gala event at the Mendocino County Museum. The grand entrance of Santa waving and smiling from the
cab of steam Engine #7 as he rolled into the Engine House from the North Pole was the highlight of the day.
There were none but

Santa Claus arrives by train from the North Pole to celebrate the first annual Roots Holiday Model
Railroad Show.

There were none but smiling faces everywhere we looked, except for the occasional child who was
afraid of Santa which made the adults smile all the more. Our Santa, Jeff Ferguson, presented himself admirably as over 100 children climbed on his lap throughout the day.
We had 17 model train collectors who graciously loaned Roots their precious models for the exhibit
from December 1st through January 31st. Some were our own Roots volunteers and others were model railroad enthusiasts from all around Mendocino County. Cliff Ott’s operating model train logging diorama was
an especially big hit with our guests. Thank you! Thank you! The exhibit was great! Visitors who were not
able to make it to the opening and some who came back several times to see the trains were mostly friends
and family members of our guest exhibitors. Some were delighted museum goers from out of the area who
got an unexpected treat. Museum Curator Elaine Hamby reported that school groups who visited the Museum during our exhibit overwhelmingly chose our model RR exhibit as their favorite thing in the whole museum. It is amazing how many people can tell stories of the model trains they had as children. There’s something about model trains and Christmas that just goes together. We hit the nail on the head with this exhibit
and are already looking forward to the second annual Memories in Motion, A Model Train Exhibit for the
Holidays.
Submitted by Bobbie Yokum
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This diorama of an operating logging camp was put together and donated by Cliff Ott. Trains were
running on both tracks during the day.

Santa, sitting next to Engine #7, awaits his next “visitor”, with a long line of patient youngsters waiting.
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